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Changing values of TSRs

Since the 1950s (modern trucks), ‘traditional’ 
droving use of TSRs has been in sharp decline

• Advent of B-double semi’s > large-scale droving of stock 
along routes has mostly ceased 

• However there is still extensive local use of the ‘long 
paddock’, particularly in times of drought

• Greater awareness of biodiversity values (later talks)

• Ecotourism/ recreation opportunities

• Common underlying link - heritage values
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1870’s Pastoral Map: 

½ mile wide TSR
1890’s Parish Map:

most of TSR resumed

Why get into history?
Effects on land-use history on present-day 

roadside vegetation conditions

Med.Med.

LowLow

HighHigh

1999 Roadside conservation 
rankings
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Heritage values of TSRs

Extract from Saltbush Bill by

A.B. ‘Banjo' Paterson

Now this is the law of the Overland that all in the West obey

A man must cover with travelling sheep a six-mile stage a day; …

They camp, and they ravage the squatter's grass till never a blade remains, 

Then they drift away as the white clouds drift on the edge of the saltbush plains; …

For this is the law of the Great Stock Routes, 'tis written in white and black

The man that goes with a travelling mob must keep to a half-mile track!
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The
squatting

era

1830-
1860s

Wagga
Wagga

Albury

BrookongBrookong StationStation
453 000 acres453 000 acres

Early roads/ Early roads/ 
stock routesstock routes
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Development of TSR network:
the role of ‘Scab Acts’

• First routes pioneered by overlanders and pastoralists 

• In the 1830s, scab (caused by parasitic mites) and Ovine 
catarrh diseases were a major problem for the new colony

• 1832 Scab Act; reference to ‘sheep walks’; first regulations 
to keep sheep a quarter mile from the boundary of runs.

• 1850s. Travel permits issued by stock inspectors; laws for 
overnighting, quarantine stations to control disease movement. 

• Sheep branded with letter ‘T’ for travelling stock, ‘S’ if scabby, 
and ‘C if catarrhed.

• 1873-1874; formal development of TSR network, instigated 
from threat of hungry new land settlers
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Enter the settlers (1860-80s)

• 1861 Crown lands Acts (Robertson 
land acts)

• Settlers could claim 320 acres of 
unimproved land

• Squatters defended runs by:

– Gaining pre-emptive purchase 
rights by ‘improvements’; led to 
extensive clearing of NSW

– Placing reserves (e.g. TSRs) on 
runs, then by using influence, 
revoking and buying them back

– ‘Dummying’ for titles
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Squatters battle to defend their runs

(Gammage
1986, p. 68; 
Narrandera

Shire)

Hence many TSRs were never used for grazing!

Others declared as part of land battles were later put into use
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Changes in TSRs over time

1870s: ½ mile wide TSR 1920s: TSR resumed, shrinks to 3 
chains (60m)
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Role of early surveyors (1860s)

Boundary
marking, by 
blazing a tree

Surveyors
circumferentor

The work 
experience guy?

Survey Chain,
divided into 100 
links

‘Surveyors’, Gill 1865, courtesy NLA
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Regulations for boundary marking
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Re-survey of TSRs
1880-90s

• Many wide ½ mile TSRs
re-surveyed to smaller 
widths of 3 chains

• Re-marked to distinguish 
from normal roads

• First map of stock routes 
produced in 1880

Survey Instructions for marking of 
Travelling Stock Reserves (TSRs) 
(Source: NSW LA 1896).
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So are TSRs ‘historic roads’?

A TSR can be listed on the NSW State and 
National Heritage Registries if it meets 
one of the following criteria:

• an item is important in the course, or 
pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural 
history,

• an item is important in demonstrating 
aesthetic characteristics, or

• an item possesses uncommon, rare or 
endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or 
natural history.
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Road cultural heritage values:
Old Great North Road, Sydney

• Built in 1830s 
by convicts

• Abandoned in 
the 1930s due 
to change 
highway routes
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TSR natural values:
Bala Travelling Stock Route, NSW

• Endangered white box (Eucalyptus albens) woodlands
http://www.http://www.communitysolutionscommunitysolutions.com.au.com.au
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E.g. Hume Highway (Sydney to E.g. Hume Highway (Sydney to 
Melbourne) is an old TSRMelbourne) is an old TSR

Opportunity to identify routes
of historical significance
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Work by

• Denis Byrne and 
Rodney Harrison (NSW
DECC) – shared values 
of TSRs/ reserves

• Dale Kirwin – southern 
Qld pathways

• Miranda Firman (DECC),
Yalmambirra, Peter 
Spooner (CSU)

Map of southMap of south--eastern Australia showing known eastern Australia showing known 
traditional pathways and trade resources traditional pathways and trade resources 

((MassolaMassola 1971).1971).

Shared history of stock routes:
indigenous pathways
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Eco tours – using TSRs to tell the story of 
the landscape

Eastern
Riverina
Landcare
Network Self-
Drive Eco tour



The ‘Majors Line’ –
1836, parts of 
route now a TSR

Stock route, from 
Brookong (1845) 
to eastern slopes 
summer forage 
areas

Honeysuckle (Honeysuckle (BanksiaBanksia
marginatamarginata) once grew on ) once grew on 
the banks of this creekthe banks of this creek

Dingoes and emus Dingoes and emus 
used to be here in used to be here in 
great numbersgreat numbers

Old pathway Old pathway 
alongalong creeklinecreekline
–– indigenous?indigenous?

MittagongMittagong RunRun

Hanging Rock RunHanging Rock Run

ChinamansChinamans crossingcrossing
on TSR on TSR –– referencereference
to 1870s to 1870s chinesechinese
ringbarkingringbarking gangsgangs

Eastern
Riverina:
Wiradjuri
country
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Biodiversity values of TSRs

TSRs can have important heritage values for their unique 
flora and fauna, and can provide an insight of past 
conditions. However TSRs and other roads under 
continual threat from:

• Local road management activities, State and Federal Gov. road 
improvement grants (which are not contingent of an EIA)

• Sale of TSRs by state governments…

• Flogged logs, and loss of other resources

• Over-grazing in times of drought (climate change implications)
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Threat from road upgrades 
e.g. Hume highway near Albury

• A number of 
TSRs along route

• Roadside survey 
results - sections 
of high cons. 
value

• EPBC endangered 
woodlands

• ‘offset’ package,
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Threat from well-meaning 
conservationists?

• “The closing of routes for the first time in history, the limiting of mob 
sizes, the need to fence off stock every night… all these things have 
convinced (drovers) that greenies and conservationists are now 
dictating life on the long paddock and will eventually shut it down 
despite the role it plays keeping stock alive during droughts”.

• “The greenies will beat us. But why take our heritage from us”
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Need to build partnerships, not fences

• In many cleared landscapes, TSRs provide 
important refuge for threatened species 
and ecosystems (e.g. box woodlands)

• As TSRs have been grazed for over 170 
years, changes to, or cessation of grazing 
practices may lead to negative outcomes.

• Similarly, little used TSRs have important 
conservation values to protect from heavy 
stock grazing.

• Joint management agreements are the 
key (RLPB, LGA, DECC, CMA, indigenous 
groups, landholders etc) – and source 
other public funding
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Conclusions

• TSRs are a legacy of 19th century 
grazing practices, land battles, 
surveyors and indigenous trade history 

• New awareness of the heritage
values of stock routes and reserves 
may provide new funding opportunities

Telling the story of TSRs can be highly 
effective in gaining landholder and 
other stakeholder support for 
conservation and restoration activities
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